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## Books (6)


EDITED BOOKS (2)


BOOK CHAPTERS (23)


**EDITED JOURNAL SPECIAL ISSUES (3)**

https://academic.oup.com/ccc/issue/13/2


**JOURNAL ARTICLES (84)**

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/2056305120948236

http://dx.doi.org/10.3390/computers10010003


Scholarly Publications by SC&I Faculty (Calendar year 2020)


Kim, S. (2021). Exploring How Older Adults Use a Smart Speaker-Based Voice Assistant in Their First Interactions: Qualitative Study. *JMIR mHealth and uHealth, 9*(1), e20427. 10.2196/20427


Lawrence, E.E. (2020). Is Sensitivity Reading a Form of Censorship? *Journal of Information Ethics, 29*(1), 30-44. [https://search.proquest.com/openview/b7014e7d10451c89c2dcbef22532fd5e/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=2035668](https://search.proquest.com/openview/b7014e7d10451c89c2dcbef22532fd5e/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=2035668)


Pavlik, J.V. (2020). Drones, Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality Journalism: Mapping Their Role in Immersive News Content. Media and Communication, 8(3), 137-146. 10.17645/mac.v8i3.3031


**PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS (13)**

**Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)**


**Association for Information Science and Technology (ASIS&T)**


**Association of Internet Researchers**

https://doi.org/10.5210/spir.v2020i0.11303

Rivera, Y.M. (2020). From Online Engagement to Offline Actions: Understanding the Impact of Cancer (Mis)Information Engagement Among Latino Facebook Users. *AoIR Selected Papers of Internet Research, Conference of the Association of Internet Researchers*.  
https://doi.org/10.5210/spir.v2020i0.11318

https://doi.org/10.5210/spir.v2020i0.11365

**Association for Library and Information Science Education (ALISE)**

https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/handle/2142/108820

**European Conference on Argumentation (ECA)**


**IEEE**


**REPORTS/WHITE PAPERS/ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS (5)**


**ONLINE FIRST: IN ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION (29)**

**Book Chapters**


**Journal Articles**


https://doi.org/10.1080/17482798.2020.1815228


https://doi.org/10.1002/nml.21438


**DISSEMINATIONS (16)**


SC&I SCHOLARSHIP IN THE PUBLIC

In the Headlines: https://comminfo.rutgers.edu/headlines
News Archives: https://comminfo.rutgers.edu/news/news-archives